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In the very begin of Chernobyl accident, the high contamination of food, the large
variability and the unexpected behavior posed many problems to us in order to assess the
radiological consequences. A simple dynamic food-chain model was built in early May and
used for our first assessment on future food contamination and overall impact of Chernobyl in
Romania. This quite primitive model show remarkable performance when compared in late 86
and 87 with measurements and our projection of dose was close to a factor two with 10 years
later post assessment. After the slowing down of radiological stress we developed a more
advanced, process level model of food chain, using not only all literature available but also all
local measurements with quality assurance. This model, named LINDOZ, was first
internationally applied in the frame of A4 scenario in BIOMOVS I and presented in the 1990
Stockholm conference. It was the first time when fallout solubility and foliar absorption were
introduced in such a model, explaining very well the dynamics of grass and milk
contamination. Upgrades of the model were done concerning deposition and retention and
LINDOZ91 was successfully applied in international comparisons VAMP and BIOMOVS II,
including blind tests. Using local expertise and certified data, correlation between probability
distribution of deposition and food contamination were used and successfully applied to
predict Cs body content distribution in VAMP scenario. Extension to lake-fish was done and
tested with excellent results in BIOMOVS II. In 1994, the model was applied in the first
attempt to assess food contamination in Iput region and this old results have been compared
recently with those obtained last year by other modelers using updated scenario information.
The key points in LINDOZ and its performances in international comparison exercises are
presented.

In 90’s the German model ECOSYS was spread in Europe and a variant (FDMT) was
developed as a food-chain model for the EC project RODOS, a real on time decision support
system for nuclear emergency.  Before customizing FDMT for Romania, in RODOS, we have
applied and customized ECOSYS for the Chernobyl Romanian data. In many aspects
ECOSYS was successful with some correction and we will discuss this. A comparison
between ECOSYS and LINDOZ will be done, with advantages and disadvantages of each. 


